Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Becoming better is what you can do best with your time and existence. So many people fall on their knees asking for help, want everything done for them by others, or just want universal freebies.

Others constantly, too bored to meditate or advance, ask for help from the Gods on a paranoid frequent basis, basically just asking the Gods to be their pets and live their life for them. Of course, they create all these fancy reasons.

One believes they were a god in a past life, others say that well, I dedicated my soul so I deserve it. Others just think the Gods are their tools. Others are too busy wasting their existence and just need to maintain their useless pleasure that exists on top of the suffering of others. Which it basically also prolongs. Because well, it's Muh Right to do so.

Laziness is basically a big trend right now. Like, huge.

Everything in human creation has taken effort to be created. The less effort, the less work, the lower the product. Of course, lazy life forms are useless and meek, and unless they find other people to be their parasites, they die off like pest. Because this is what laziness is.

Advanced or non-advanced civilization, how beautiful one is or isn't, everything that exists and moves, has labor put in it. So that you exist here today to be whatever you are, generations have fought the battle of survival. The more labor and vitality, the better the product.

Of course, if someone is better off than others, why is this the case? If we take someone who let's say had a financial success. Why is this the case?

Because someone at some point in their family tree, decided to make wealth. If someone is healthy, even unconsciously, others before them, have decided in an unconscious level for a better partner. If someone is intelligent, chances are their ancestors at least had used their brain more.
There are no freebies in nature. Whoever believes in freebies is just blind to the laws of reality.

On the other hand, reality is very just. It gives some common things and abilities to almost everyone. This is the living consciousness. The Gods have also been just. They taught us how to use this living consciousness energy, the same energy that comes from seeds and creates all this abundance, if so, we want, we can use it. This is done through meditation.

All wrongdoings can be, to a lesser or greater extent, be corrected with such. If society advances and the worthy push it to advance; civilization raises a level. Disease, poverty and many other things disappear, with the mastery of people over their environment. As Hitler stated, Humanity is becoming God.

There are many people who are totally flat lazy; do nothing for themselves or for anyone else. These people are trashy; and they are in fact, the cause of all the world’s perils. The jews are in the fact the ugliest and laziest of all the living humanoids on the planet.

All they exist for is just stealing from others. The same route follow many others. What they steal from the host nations is actually far better than all the "Pyramids" they claim they would be building. Instead, they steal wealth through the jewish program of "mercy".

"Ye Goyim I would be building muh Pyramids but instead I have my twenty children raised by your taxes". We can say that the more life-hating people are, the more they tolerate, stand for, and go after laziness, and accept it within their midst.

With the rise of anti-life hate of xianity, all these useless beings live and thrive. This is why you see all trashy Whites are too fond of xianity, jebooism, and all the like. They scam the working class of their own race aside jews, share da loot, and exist for so long they do, until they die off. Leaving nothing behind than ruin.

Then people ask why Gods are Nazis. Basically, we call them Nazis. It’s a system of labor and production that is known to us like that. In plain rules is that while everyone offers whatever and however, they personally can, within reasonable limits, they live and thrive. Those who are parasites, they just take the road down and have no place among those who don’t. And go live wherever their "lifestyle" is applicable.

In short, restoration of natural law, and no favoritisms and shit. You will be, who you make yourself to be. The means are at the disposal of all race specimens,
unlike capitalism where the means of doing anything are stolen by jews. So others even if they want to, can't do shit.

Honestly, laziness is just plain retarded. For a few hours in one's day, one can meditate and permanently become a better person. Not even hours. By a few minutes in your day you can become so many times better. It's easy.

The lazy try to hack reality unsuccessfully all the time. One example is drugs. Too bored to look within, the drug user wants to feel "amazing" without being amazing, or doing anything that would cause such result... So here comes a jew with a pill, they feel amazing for a couple of hours, then they crash two adobes lower than what they were. The jew comes with another pill...

However, the Gods taught us some really nice passivity (which today is basically laziness). Basically, what most people suffer from is inertia - they do not move. Passive or Shakti energy is not inert, it's a more effortless way to force. That produces results.

And is the creative Passive Shakti operating. That of magick and meditation. Aside with one's physical merit, one will definitely advance. Many people are saying crap that meditation is tiring, they cannot do it, or they can't take the time.

Apparently, they cannot be sitting down comfortably and just being in deep chilling in a meditative state. And advance their Soul by easy mantra repetition and flexing in hatha yoga. Yes, too forceful. What do you mean do some runes to make my life better?

Aren't you people who think like that bored of suckery, never getting what you want, feeling horrible, and running on a ratwheel? But well this is reality. Sitting on Slothz mode and becoming better is tiring. Being played around like a ball by the universe and everyone else is not tiring at all.

What MORE could the Gods have given the laziest of bummers to get better? I mean it's like sleep without the sleep. You just stay focused. Then doing a couple of things in your day to eh, become a better being. If even THAT is too hard, then WHAT is any life worth anyway? Might as well sleep eternally.
Plz daddy Satan I am sitting here by this nasty toilet. Don't you love me..if you do please help me. I dedicated my soul. Aren't you interested? My soul is very important Even though I never worked on it for shit. Hey what do you mean there is no help because I have a habit for going and sleeping sound nasty toilets while playing the baby? Maybe I am in the wrong religion 🙃. I will change...OR...I GO FOREVER! NOBODY IS MORE USEFUL THAN ME SITTING BY THIS TOILET. I was too lazy being lazy, so you can understand. I COMMAND YOU TO CARE or I LEAVE! ARE YOU GOING TO GIVE ME FREE HELP OR NO?

And as the air blew, a semi-sleeping Sloth said..."GTFO"..."Get real"...it continued.

Maybe you need to stop being lazy about being positively meditatively, lazy. And be really good lazy in a productive way.
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